
Streamline your

turnover reporting



Many companies struggle to gather store performance data from their tenants in an efficient and timely 

manner. Chainels—the tenant experience app—helps property teams transform their way of working, 

improve their response times and upgrade their workflows.

The Solution

The Problem

Meet our Turnover Reporting Module 



Using a turnover rent model? Get a clearer overview of your 

commercial tenants’ turnover with our complete performance 

reporting module.

Let the reminders do the work



Save time and reduce workload with automatic reminders, 

configurable by date and time. Schedule them in advance and 

segment audiences so they’re only sent to tenants who haven’t 

submitted their turnover yet.

Sync data and analyse trends



The Chainels API lets you pull tenant data into your preferred 

system, so you can consolidate performance across your 

portfolio and analyse trends using whichever method you’re 

used to. 





Reduce reporting headaches with Chainels.

Request a demo to find out how

“Before working with Chainels, we did not have one consistent way of collecting turnover data 

from tenants. Some provided it on paper others were sending the data by email. The most 

onerous thing for us was reminding tenants over and over again to finally send in their reports.”

- Adrianna Modzelewska, Operations Specialist 
and Project Manager for Atrium Connect

All your data on one platform

 

Need your tenants to report their data? Send push notifications and 

email reminders at a frequency that suits you, across your entire 

portfolio. Receive data from multiple sources on the Chainels app.

How we solve it

 Turnover reports are an inconsistent 
jumble of information


 Reminding tenants to report their 
turnover is a part-time job

 Copy-pasting and entering data 
manually, again and again, is tiring

Turnover Reporting is now used by over 80% of Chainels customers with a turnover rent model
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Save

Save up to 1000 hours per year on your portfolio 

using Chainels’ Turnover Reporting module
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Request a demo

Check out our demo and join the community of real estate innovators

https://getchainels.com/en/request-a-turnover-reporting-demo
https://meetings.hubspot.com/verseput/turnover-reporting-demo-one-pager

